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Abstract

Seismic activity in the region of the AswanDam in southeastern Egypt has likely been
induced by mass loading associated with initial filling and recent high water levels in Lake
Nasser (AwadandMizoue,

1995; Vyskocil, et. al., 1991). Measurement of surface

deformation (strain) resulting from any of several sources, such as seismic events, landslides,
or mass loading are of potential interest to reservoir operations. In this paper the potential
utility of synthetic aperture radar interferometry, or InSAR, as an additional tool for regional

monitoring of large reservoirs is demonstrated. Datafrom the ERS-1 (European Radar
Satellite) and ERS-2 satellites taken in the period 5/96-4/98 was used to search for any
surface changes within about100km of the dam. No deformationalong the line of sight
was observed in excess of a calculated upper boundof 5 mm (derived from phase noise in
t h e image) over the period of observation. The experiment demonstrates the utility of a

satellite specifically designed for InSAR observations whichcouldprovide

superior,

ongoing measurements of surface deformations relevant to reservoir management and dam
safety.

Introduction and Review

In all types of synthetic aperture radar interferometry, multiple radar images of a given

scene are generated, and the phases associated with corresponding resolution elements are
differenced. In the simplest configurations, two radar images are used to generate surface
topography (Zebker and Goldstein, 1986) with corrections for nonparallel orbits (Gabriel and
Goldstein, 1988) or to measure surface ocean currents (Ainsworth, et. al., 1995). The newer
technique of double difference interferometry (DDI) uses an additional third image to
remove the same topography, revealing any deformation

of the surface which occurred

over the time period of the observations to very high accuracy, often approaching mm
scale (Gabriel, et al., 1989). This latter method has been used with great success to
measure deformationfrom earthquakes (Zebker, et. al., 1994; Peltzer, et. al., 1994, 1996,
1998, 1999, Peltzerand Rosen, 1995), volcanicinflation(Lanari,

et. al., 1998, Rosen, et

at., 1996), oilfield subsidence (Fielding, et al., 1998) subsidence d u e to ground water
depletion (Peltzer and Rogez, 1997), andto measure glacier motion (Goldstein, et al.,
1993).

Double Difference Interferometry

Formation of Interferoarams:GeneralDescription
Following the derivation in GabrielandGoldstein

(1988), doubledifferenceinterferometry

begins with three suitable complex (amplitude and

phase) sets of radar data of a given

scene - radar echoes that have been compressed and focused

in the along-track (azimuth)

and cross-track (range) directions. The basic radar data requirements are spatial coverage
of the scene of interest, temporal coverage spanning the event of interest, and the
maintenance of phase coherence across the image pairs.

This last constraint, derived from

the physical phenomenon of speckle decorrelation, places strict upper bounds on the

satellite orbit separation ("baselines")and mandates that any significant changes to the
surface, including the event of interest, occur on scales larger than the areal resolution of
the rads+. It also invokes the more relaxed criterion that the scene be free of extensive
areas where topography alone causes decorrelation2 (Zebkeret at., 1994). Areas of high
relief and rugged topography can have

this problem.

Next, an estimate of the three baselines corresponding to each pairof the three images is
made from orbit tracking data. Using (usually) the pairs of images with the two shortest
1

For example, an elevation change froman earthquake can be measured because the surface scattering characteristics
of
individual resolution cells do not change (except possibly near fault rupture). Conversely, a landslide will completely change the
for interference. Minor
speckle signaturesby disrupting the surfacewithin the cells, destroying the phase information needed
motion before a landslide might however be measured.
2

Phase variation accompanying altitude changes may exceed the Nyquist rate in steep terrain.Also in the phenomenon usually
termed "layover", topography
that serendipitously matches the spherical wavefront
of the radar hasmore stringent baseline

baselines, the two 'different' images are resampled to overlay the 'common' image.

This

compensates for shearing or other distortions which occur from nonparallel orbits (e.g.,
baselines that vary in azimuth). Then two conventionalor "single difference"
interferograms (SDl's)are constructed by calculating, for each pair, the product of one
image with the complex conjugate of the other. The phase of each SDI is then unwrapped
by any of several standard techniques (Ghiglia and Pritt, 1998), a step that is often quite

difficultand excludes areas with surface decorrelation and frequently areas with
unfavorable topography as well.

Finally, the phase in each SDI is scaled by its ownfixed baseline and one SDI is multiplied
by the complex conjugate of the other, yielding a "double difference" interferogram (DDI).

At this stage, if the three orbits were perfectly parallel (nonvarying baselines) and coplanar,.

the global phase wouldbe constant in the DDI except where deformation occurred; that is,
the scaled topographic phases in the two SDl's would cancel exactly. The physical

deformationalongthe

line of sight to anygivencellcould

then be calculated3, yielding a

deformation map showing the projection of surface deformation along the line of sight.

Baseline Error
In practice, there is almost always varying phase in such a DDI, either from areas of

decorrelation, which yield noiselike

phases orfrom the geometric errors of noncoplanar4 or

nonparallelorbits,whichproducemoderatelycomplexregional

fringes (e.g. non-noisy

phases) even over a completely flat scene. Furthermore, when the scene is not flat, for
almost all azimuths, the small de facto baseline errors result in DDI fringes that, while
dominated by geometric effects, have a weak

but visible topographic component (Gabriel

and Goldstein, 1988). These errors can mask the desired deformation phases, and must be
corrected. In mathematical terms, the geometric errors require equation 4 of Gabriel, et al.,
(1989) to have quadratic terms in bothazimuthand

range;

requirements than flat areasin the scene. In either case, the result can be localized areas of decorrelation associatedwith
topography.
There is usually ambiguity as to whether the motion occurred in the period of time spanned by the first or the second SDI.

Phase correctioncan be accomplished either by deducing the actual varying baselines
from the scenes (e.g. Zebker, et al., 1994, GabrielandGoldstein,

1988) andrecalculating

the phases in azimuth and range, or by the more empirical approach of removing the
lowest spatial frequencies on the surmise that they originate in orbit geometry. The former
approach is rigorous but more difficult; the latter posits an assumption but is easier, and was
spatial wavelength (many tens of

used below. This choice precludes detection ofverylong
kilometers) deformations.

ErrorCorrection: Ellitxe Picture

In the formulation of Gabriel, et al, (1989) for scenes 1,2 and 3, where p and q are the SDI
baselines, the normalized phase @.=@l,z/pof one SDI plotted against the other, @ b = @ 2 , 3 / q ,
forms a segment of the locus of an ellipse. Deformations appear as a local, ordered
deviation from the ellipse, and phases corresponding to decorrelated

pixels appear a s

randomly scattered points. The shape of the ellipse changes with azimuth (y) if p or q so
changes. Thus in the absence of deformations or decorrelation, all
surface E=@.(Qb,y),the intersection ofwhich with any $,@
However, the real data, scaled tofixed,implicitly

b

the SDI phases lie on a

plane is an ellipse segment.

coplanar baselines p and q donot

produce E but a distortion E’ that expresses the geometric errors as well. These errors were
removed empirically by constructing a multivariable least squares fit to E’:5

The angle between the two baselines
in the planeperpendicular to the orbits is zero for coplanar orbits.

- assumptively

The low (n=2) order of the polynomial meant phases which varied slowly

those originating in the geometry of the ellipses and geometric errors - would count most
heavily in determiningthecoefficients.

The phase resulting fromanydeformation

interval was thencalculated as the distance in the

directionfromany

in the ‘a’

data pointto the

constructed surface E”; similar comments apply to the ‘b’ interval and the

o b

dire~tion.~

Finally, the residual phase variance in undisturbed areas of the scene fromall sources was
estimated as the perpendicular distance in the

@a,$

b

plane to E”, which, as noted in Gabriel,

et. al., (1989), is some intermediate value.

The Aswan Dam and Lake Nasser
The filling of Lake Nasser pursuant to the construction of the Aswan dam was accompanied
by seismic events evidently caused by the additional water mass (Awad and Mizoue,

1995).

In particular the Kalabsha fault, -50km south of the dam itself, was reported to have moved

somewhat in tandem with the backfilling(Vyskocil, et al., 1991), including the November
14, 1981 Mw 5 . 3 event. More recentreportsdescribeseismicactivityapparentlycorrelated
with very high water levels spanning the last few years (Awad and Mizoue, 1995; Kebeasy

andGharib, 1991). Any significantsurfacedeformation
be visible with InSAR methodsappliedto

relatedtopore

during the observationperiod might

ERS data. For example, aseismic deformation

fluid migration has been mapped using InSAR (Peltzer, et al., 1996).

Since thea,b ordering is arbitrary, the curve Wing can be donein two equivalent ways.It was assumed that the deformed
areas of the scene were small and did not significantly affect the calculationof E ; also decorrelatedareas were not used in the fit.

Aswan Site Data
There were a total of four orbits during which ERS 1 and 2 observed the area around the

reservoir, three ofwhichhad
Number
Date

Orbit

baselines short enough to be suitable for interferometry.
Satellite
Frame

% missing

lines
1

5/23/96

25388

ERS-1

3123

0

2

8/22/97

12228

ERS-2

31 23

11.4

3

4/24/98

15735

ERS-2

3123

5.5

The 1-2 baseline was approximately -312m; the 2-3 baseline approximately

+81m.

Water Level Records

Figure 1 below shows the water level in Lake Nasser for the period 1994 - 1998 which
encompasses the observationperiod (Dr. T. Ramadan,personalcommunication.)

The

increase in water level over time is apparent, particularly after 1994. The annual decrease

in level is due to water release forirrigation.The
the E R S radar data acquisitions used
above.

three vertical lines indicate the times of

for interferometric analysis and listed in the table

Figure 1 . Water Level of Lake

Nasser 1994-8 measured at the Aswan High Dam

(meters above sea level). The vertical lines are the dates of ERS observations. The two
anomalous data points are probably errors.

The second and third observations occurred at approximately the same water levels.

However, the level of the lake was clearly lower at the time of the first pass.

AswanInterferoaram
The DDI corresponding to the data in Table 1 is presented in Fig. 2. It was processed in t h e

manner described above, including theempiricalbaselinecorrectionsleading

(Figure 2 here)

- AT
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o4

to E”.
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Figure 2. Deformation interferogram of the northern part of Lake Nasser. The Aswan dam is
t h e small curved structure visible where the lake narrows. Deformation (DDI phase) is

encoded as color; regions ofuniformcolor

are unchanged. The slow gradations

in color

are correlated with topography, implying imperfect estimation of the baselines rather than
deformation. The higherfrequency changes are probablyatmospheric in origin, as they do
not correlate in any obvious way with surface features.

Completely absent in Figure 2 are fringes that originate in any obvious fashion from
deformation near the reservoir, the dam, or Kalabsha Fault, which

surface

r u n s under the largest

bay in the lake, just off the south end of the image. It therefore appears that no surface
deformation larger than the phase errors, or about 5 mm along the line of sight, occurred
was observed, the abilityto

during the observationperiod. Althoughnodeformation

construct useful interferograms indicates that the

InSARmethodology has potentialfor

observation of the land around large bodies of water and any associated structures such as
dams. Sakr, et. at., (1999) began GPS surveying of t h e Lake Nasser region in 1997. It is
worthnoting that they report a

GPS observation indicating lOmm of southwestward

deformation at a point south of the Kalabsha Bay, which is unfortunately a few km south of
our data. If real, this particular GPS measurement is probably a local effect as wewould
expect to see some deformation at the south end of our interferogram.

Error Sources; Umer BoundforMotion
Because the E R S satellites are not designed for routine InSAR observations, the timing of
the observations was notoptimal.Deformationrelated

to mass loading is expected to lag

the load; however, it is very unlikely that this would occur at just the right rate to account for
the zero result. Alternatively, the response may have been so slowthatno

deformation occurred during the 23 monthobservationtime;
scope of thecurrentwork.Finally,thequadraticcurve-fitting
at least partially,anylow

detectable

this possibility is beyond t h e

of Equation 1 couldremove,

spatial frequency phases associated with gradual deformations

(approximate quadratic curves) across the entire image (i.e. deformation with a 60km
wavelength would be removed). This also seems unlikely to produce a zero result, given

the complex shape ofboth

the lakeandany resulting loading.Notethat

frequency deformations wouldof

higher spatial

course be detectable.

The slight phase changes correlated with topography observed in Figure 2 indicate that E”,
unsurprisingly, still contains smallglobalgeometric errors. Atmosphericmoisture

(Goldstein, 1995) is an additional likely source of error, along with the usual sources of
phase noiseoriginating in radar hardware. The nominal observed RMS phase error,
computed (above) as the perpendicular distance to E” is approximately 5 mm, and
constitutes an upper bound for deformation along the

line of sight during the observation

period.

Summary and Conclusion

Following a brief description of interferometric radar processing and error

analysis,

radar interferograms for the region surrounding the Aswan dam and Lake

Nasser were

presented and analyzed. Although high water levels and seismic

events in t h e region are

reported the same period of time, nosignificantdeformationwas

observed. An upper

bound for any line of sight deformation was derived from an analysis of the phase noise in
the image and found to

represent about 5 mm at the surface. The elapsed timefrom the

load increase to the observation time or the observation period may have been too

short for

any observable deformation to occur; alternatively, it is possible that the load was
inadequate to cause a detectable deformation. The abilitytomonitorlargeregions

such as

Lake Nasser and structures such as the Aswan Dam remotely with radar interferometry is a
potentiallysignificantcomplementtotraditionalsurveyingmethodssuch

as GPS. If a

dedicated InSAR satellite were built, such observations couldbecomeroutine

within a few

years.
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